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A systems approach to the analysis of
an oilfield equipment installation failure
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Dual ESP system installation failure
Initial investigation

Multiple failed attempts made to install Dual Electronic 
Submersible Pump system in North Sea field.

An initial investigation primarily concluded that:

The assembly was not sufficiently flexible and the 
deformation caused by running through the tight fit 
overstressed the equipment.

The well head profile (shown on right) caused the 
system to twist and was the primary hang up location.

The clamps came loose during run in but offered no 
clear explanation for this.

The operator commissioned an independent analysis.
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Dual ESP system installation failure analysis
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System analysis
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System analysis
Context diagrams

Context analysis enables the focus of the 
investigation to be narrowed down to a 
manageable and relevant subset of system 
elements, reducing the complexity to an 
appropriate level.  
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System analysis

General:
Single ESP’s install successfully; dual ESP’s suffer open clamps; scuff marks on equipment; twisting.

Clamp assembly:
Clamp halves placed over tubulars; main bolt installed; main bolt torqued.

ESP assembly:
ESP assembled piecewise; ESP lowered progressively; process requires 6 to 8 hours.

Packer assembly:
Packer requires at least 1 day to assemble; string stationary in riser during this time.

Run in process:
Run in is piecewise and progresses gradually as each tool or tubing joint is added to the top of the string; 
ESP’s stationary in riser for about 2 days during string assembly and run in.

Loading sources:
Geometric interference; rig motion; riser motion; gravity; friction.

Evidence and observations in system context
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System analysis

Integrate context diagrams.

Include observations of failure.

Build scenarios for cause and effect.

1. Loads due to tight fit could have 

caused observed misalignment, bolt 

failure and hang up of the ESP 

assembly.

2. Rig motion could result in impact 

loads on ESP components while 

transiting top end of riser resulting in 

fastener failure and hang up.

3. Riser motion could result in impact 

loads on string components during 

run in resulting in fastener failure, 

clamp release and hang up.

Integrate evidence and context
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Detailed analysis

Scenario 1: Failure due to tight fit resulting in ESP misalignment and failure of fasteners through overloading.

Model run in process for original configuration to identify potential geometric interference and calculate 
insertion loads.

Scenario 2: Failure/backing out of fasteners resulting from impact with top end of riser due to rig motion.

Model ESP assembly at top of riser and enforce typical rig motion to evaluate dynamic loads and extract 
stresses on clamp bolts and bodies. 

Scenario 3: Failure/backing out of fasteners resulting from riser impact during run in over prolonged period.

Simulate riser motion in sea current and study riser response.  This model would enable the identification of 
potential impact dynamics and resulting loads to determine stresses on clamp bolts and bodies.

Structural integrity model: A model of the clamp assembly was also required to establish actual loading limits 
for the fasteners under a range of loading modes to enable likelihood of failure to be assessed.

Test scenarios
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Detailed analysis

Coupled model simulating 
riser dynamics resulting 
from prevailing sea 
currents and resulting 
vortex shedding.

Riser response shows 
unexpected modal 
resonance along the 
current flow direction 
(see right) resulting from 
pressure fluctuations 
during vortex shedding.

Observations: Scenario 3 (riser motion dynamics)

Amplitude of oscillations is large enough to 
cause the string under tension to suffer 
repeated impacts over a prolonged period.
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Hypothesis

The fasteners lose preload and back out due to impact loading while the string is stationary for the time 
required to assemble the packer, loosening the clamps and resulting in hang up when the loose clamps reach 
the well head.  This can be explained as follows:

1. The string remains stationary for up to 2 days while the packer is assembled, subjecting clamps to up to 

170,000 impact cycles (riser resonance at 1 Hz).

2. The string is under tension due to gravity and the riser resonant mode has a sufficiently short 

wavelength and high amplitude to ensure impact is possible.

3. Loads are not intense enough to cause bolts to fail outright.

4. Impact causes the clamp halves to settle on the tubing, releasing bolt preload.

5. Dynamic loading and flexing causes the bolts to work loose.

6. The clamps release and jam in the transition from the large bore X-mas tree to the small bore well head.

7. The clamps most likely to be affected are the top clamps of the lower ESP as their position matches the 

location of greatest riser response.

Upon closer scrutiny, the loosening of the clamps was attributed to the clamp assembly procedure as well as 

design – clamps were not settled through impact nor were the bolts provided a positive locking mechanism.

Failure scenario
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Verification, validation and deployment

A new clamp installation procedure was defined and tested.

Guidelines were defined for a new clamp body and locking mechanism design.

The production string layout was changed to avoid permanence in the well head during 
packer assembly.

The modified assembly was first simulated and then successful installed with the full 
dual pump functionality. Design changes were carried over to subsequent wells.

Observations/Lessons:

Validation analyses were run on subsequent wells.

The introduction of systems engineering and analysis is at least topic of discussion.

A systems approach appears to start slower than traditional failure analysis methods 
because it enforces a rigorous analysis process, but can help direct the effort more 
effectively by understanding the context and factors that the system lives in rather 
than hunting by elimination.

Observations and lessons




